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HAVE YOU
EVER IMAGINED
what the world would
be like without pills,
drugs and chemicals.

IMAGINE LIVING LIFE
ON YOUR TERMS,
where your dreams become
endless possibilities.
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Now, with

QUANTUMEASY
STICK-ON-APP(SOA)
You become the

EXPLORER OF
LIMITLESS OPPORTUNITIES,
potentials, freedom and harmony
as you seek to create happiness and

LIVE A BETTER LIFE.
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1.1

WELCOME
TO
YOUR
QUANTUM
YOUNIVERSE
The Vision

We believe in a world where holistic wellness and a state of abundance is
possible WITHOUT PILLS, DRUGS & CHEMICALS.

The Mission

QuantumEasy works to be your
ULTIMATE STEALTH PERFORMANCE PARTNER, ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
IN YOUR DAILY LIVING.
“Quantum Easy is all about going back to our original state of potential. To be
the creators and designers of our true blueprint program. Every minute of
every day and night, awake or in slumber, we are constantly programming and
designing our own mind and body.”
- Selina Seah The Energy Alchemist • Co-Founder of QuantumEasy • Best-Selling Author
Quantum technology is a new field of physics and engineering, which hold the properties of quantum
mechanics, in particular quantum entanglement, quantum superposition and quantum tunnelling, into
practical applications such as quantum computing, quantum sensors, quantum cryptography, quantum
simulation, quantum metrology and quantum imaging.
We are not about 'treatments' or some energy transfer. We are simply about TRANSFORMATION. We
work on higher levels of vibrations and informational fields and the desired transformation is activated
at Quantum level.
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1.2

AN
INNOVATION
OUT OF
THIS
WORLD
The Science & Technology Behind
No.1 QuantumEasy Technology
QuantumEasy Technology is the result after years of research and development based on the science of
quantum energy and zero-point energy using state-of-the-art holographic stickers which are then
encrypted with quantum energy and information data.

Our breakthrough technology of QuantumEasy Stick-On Apps(SOAs) adopts the
science of QUANTUM WAVES TECHNOLOGY (QWT) & the methodology of
HOLOGRAPHIC INFORMATION PROGRAMMING (HIP) to improve our daily
living in a risk-free way, without pills, drugs & chemicals to achieve the desired
success outcomes.

Quantum Wave Technology (QWT)
Intrinsic Informational Field (IIF)
Holographic Information
Programming (HIP)

Stick-On-Apps (SOA)
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1.3

THEY
CALL
IT THE
‘MAGIC
HOLOGRAM
STICKER’

Protected & Sealed Layer
Against Data Contamination

Holographic
Information
Layer For
Added Security

Encrypted
Activation Layer
For Desired
Solutions

All SOAs are NCPST-Enabled
(Non-Contamination Protection & Sealed Technique)
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Only Known Brand That Passed
Extensive Safety & Anti-Radiation Tests
Certified Safe & Non-Hazardous
Non-Transdermal, for all ages
No Pills, Drugs & Chemicals
Water Resistant
No Known Side Effects
Effectiveness Up To 10 Years*
Easy to Use
Positive Results Worldwide

GY ALCH

Using the concept of Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM), HOLISTIC LIFESTYLE SOA activates, calibrates
& balance the Intrinsic Informational Field (IIF) of the
affected area (area of dis-ease).
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1.4

HOW
TO USE
YOUR
QUANTUM
HOLOGRAM
STICKON-APP(SOA)
For Success
Solutions

For Wellness Solutions

1I

IDENTITFY
which SOA best helps you with your issue
or intended improvement

2I
3I

from any of your preferred retail shop, distributors,
shopping platform or online store

REFER TO
the information sheet in your QuantumEasy
Stick-On-App pack for the exact location to stick

4I
5I

PURCHASE THE SOA

PEEL OFF

the SOA & hold by the corner

STICK

onto desired area

6I

DO NOT RE-STICK

removing the SOA will nullify its effect
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1.5

Which areas of your life
would you like to improve on?

6 EASY WAYS
TO YOUR
“MIRACLE
LIVING”
1I

Holistic
Lifestyle

Merging ancient wisdom of TCM and meridians
with the cutting edge science of Quantum
Technology, QuantumEasy is created to help the
body, mind and spirit achieve a transformation of
your entire well-being in a safe, chemical and pill
free way.

3I

Child
Well-Being

We focus on ensuring that your child's vibrational
frequency is in a healthy and positive field.
QuantumEasy strives to help children keep a
positive and safe energetic state which will serve
to empower them to their best potential, whilst
enjoying the best of their childhood.

5I

Business
Success

QuantumEasy has created a series of stealth
partners you can literally 'stick on' for more
abundance, opportunities and business. Create
your quantum business funnel and attraction using
specially programmed SOAs, that your
competitors won't even know!

2I

Home
Harmony

QuantumEasy helps you harness the energy of the
physical spaces around you through the process of
quantum calibration and balancing. Master your
home, Master your happiness. Make your home a
conduit of universal light, abundance and good
health.

4I

Office
Success

QuantumEasy is all about helping you reconstruct
the flow in your career. Getting the flow right is
the path where your actions meets leverage,
leading to results of massive impact and high
performance.

6I

Wealth
Creation

QuantumEasy's Wealth Creation series work to
help route unlimited coincidences and
opportunities and remove abundance obstacles so
you can be vibrationally aligned with the plentiful
and prosperous life you deserve.
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30 SPECIALLY CURATED

1.6

STICK-ON APPS (SOA)
FOR YOUR QUANTUM LIVING

1I

Holistic
Lifestyle

2I

Home Harmony

3I

Child Well-Being

4I

Office Success

5I

Business Success

6I

Wealth
Creation
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2.1
CREATION

EVERYDAY EMF
PROTECTOR Gold/Silver
Stick-On App (SOA)

Block • Barrier • Balance
Instantly reduce the harmful effects
of all types of EMF radiation

Protects Your Families From All Harmful Effects Of EMF Radiation
Everyday EMF Protector Stick-On App
(SOA) instantly eliminates any harmful
effects of all types of EMF radiation (Electric
Frequency, Electromagnetic Frequency,
Radio Frequency & much more...)
Exposure to mobile phones, tablets & Wi-Fi
radiation has been linked to fatigue, mental
fog, dizziness...etc. Signs that EMF radiation
have already made a negative impact on
your physical & emotional health:
• Eye strain • Frequent headaches
• Pains & aches
• Sleep disturbances • Geopathic stress
& more...
How to Use:
Stick on electronic devices (mobile phones, laptop, ipad,
power bank, hair dryer, shaver, TV, air-con, microwave,
fridge etc) to instantly eliminate the harmful effects of all
types of EMF radiation
A pack includes: 4 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 10 YEARS
For up to 4 Mobile/ Electronic Devices *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“Recommend everyone to have the EMF
Protector! Saw immediate results for the
energy test, amazing!”
– Shamini & Kumutha
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PAIN-LESS

Stick-On App (SOA)

Release • Relieve • Restore
Helps pain relief quickly & efficiently
without any adverse side effects
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

Relieves Pain Without Pills, Drugs & Chemicals
Pain-Less SOA is created for pain relief without drugs
& surgery. It is aimed to help pain relief quickly &
efficiently without any adverse side effects. Using the
concept of Quantum TCM acupressure calibration, it
works with your body’s qi to eliminate blockages &
provide relief naturally & safely.
Once it is applied to the skin, the quantum
‘acupressure’ is activated & you will feel the
difference within a short time...
It works in seconds yet the effects last for hours & you
won’t be putting any chemicals in your body. Enjoy a
Pain-Less life without painful side effects & costs!

How to Use:
It is easy to use, just stick them on the source of pain &
the Pain-Less SOA will target deep within the area of pain
source & working its quantum magic on you.
A pack includes: 28 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“My 79-year-old mom travels with a wheelchair mostly when
out. Since using Pain-Less SOA, her legs & hips feels less
painful & she feels more energized & has confidence in
walking with less pain.”
– Ima / Singapore
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PSYCHIC SHIELD
BODYGUARD
Stick-On App (SOA)

Protect • Powerful • Personalised
Shielding against negativity & guards
against psychic attacks

Protects & Guards Against Psychic Attacks & Negative Energies
Psychic Shield Bodyguard SOA builds a
shield around you against unwanted
energies and entities. Activating the
Psychic Shield Bodyguard guards you
against psychic attacks and keeps
opposing energies out of the way.
Perfect for people who are exposed to
lower, negative or harmful energies
(office
politics,
toxic
energy
vampires...etc). Just stick on one SOA
to instantly protect you against all
negative energies!

How to Use:
Stick 1 SOA on your Solar Plexus Chakra (4
fingers’ distance up from your navel) for
maximum effect. You may also stick onto any area
of your body or your attire.
A pack includes: 28 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"I meet a lot of customers daily & the
Psychic Shield Bodyguard is excellent for
protecting me against all low energies!"
– Tomohiro / Japan
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RAISE MY
VIBRATIONS
Stick-On App (SOA)

Energise • Elevate • Empower
Releases any energetic waste and
fatigue at a quantum level to raise
your vibrations for positivity
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

Raises Your Vibrations & Increases Your Positivity
Raise My Vibrations SOA is created to help literally
un-fog the pollution of heavy & dense energy
causing low vibrations. Using the concept of
Quantum TCM acupressure calibration, the SOA is
able to release unprocessed emotions, pent-up
conditionings & negative energies be transmuted &
released at quantum level.
Excellent for anyone who feels a sense of heaviness
or feeling a sense of depression. Of course, it is
also a great booster for welcoming high vibrations
& enjoying inner peace & lightness. It’s literally the
‘Amazing Energy’ stick on!

How to Use:
Paste ‘Raise My Vibrations’ SOA at the nape of your neck and allow your
accumulated energetic waste and fatigue be released at a quantum level.
Also a great booster for welcoming high vibrations & enjoying inner
peace & lightness.
A pack includes: 28 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"I can feel a shift in my spiritual &
emotional well-being after using "Raise
My Vibrations" SOA!"
– Angela
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VITAL ESSENCE
Stick-On App (SOA)

Recharge • Rejuvenate • Restore
Reduce
tiredness
&
boost
determination & recovery from
fatigue
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

Gives Your Vitality An Instant Boost Without Pills, Drugs & Chemicals
Reduce tiredness & boost determination & recovery from
fatigue. Using the concept of Quantum TCM acupressure
calibration, this SOA activates vigour & increases the
qualities of mental & physical health.
Fatigue is a new ‘common’ in the modern society today.
Today, mental and physical fatigue is experienced by both
adults and children. Whether you are a busy CEO, a 24/7
home-maker, a student mugging for exams or a senior
person wanting more vitality; we can all do with a quantum
RE-CHARGE for Vital Essence.
Some symptoms of lack of vitality:
• Difficulty concentrating • Irritability with others
• Slow thought process • Lethargy • Anxiety
• Damaged motivation • Decreased alertness

How to Use:
Stick 1 SOA onto each foot (just before the foot’s arch, along the
center line of the foot) to help reduce tiredness and boost your
recovery from fatigue caused by running on your reserves.
A pack includes: 40 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"Vital Essence SOA worked wonders for my dad who was
recovering from surgery! Of course he had lots of rest, but
his recovery was so fast even the doctors were shocked!"
– Esther Ho
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SLEEP EASY
Stick-On App (SOA)

Relax • Restore • Regain
Achieve restorative sleep, help
relaxation, release stress, prevent ‘qi’
stagnation & dispel brain fog
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

Regain Restorative Sleep Without Pills, Drugs & Chemicals
QuantumEasy’s Sleep Easy SOA helps our clients to achieve
restorative sleep without side effects or a growing
dependency on it. Using the concept of Quantum TCM
acupressure calibration for improved sleep, the information
of the SOA works to help relaxation, release stress, prevent
‘qi’ stagnation & dispel brain fog.
We strongly encourage good sleep hygiene & habits whilst
having the SLEEP EASY SOAs work on your meridian points
as you wind down to allow your mind, body & spirit to rest.
Sleep Easy SOAs are your quantum partners in achieving a
calm mind, building the resources that the body needs for
deep rest & relaxation & settling the nervous system.
How to Use:
Stick 1 SOA onto each wrist (3 fingers’
distance from the base of your palm, along the
center line of the wrist). Stick 1 SOA onto each
foot (2 fingers’ distance from the base of your
2nd toe, along the center line of the 2nd toe).
A pack includes: 40 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"Sleep Easy SOA worked wonders for me
immediately on the first night! There's a
visible difference in my sleep quality with
and without it!"
– Chua Yi Ling
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NEGATIVITY
NEUTRALISER
Stick-On App (SOA)

Neutralise • Navigate • Nourish
Neutralises any negative energies that
drains your vital essence & energy

Shield & Neutralises Low & Negative Energies
Negativity Neutraliser SOA instantly
neutralises any negative energies that
drains your vital essence & energy. It is also
excellent for guarding you against lower
intentions and keeps opposing energies out
of the way.
Perfect for people who are exposed to toxic
working environments with intense office
politics or if your job requires you to
absorb your client’s stress, anger & low
emotions. Just stick on one SOA to instantly
protect you against all negative energies!
How to Use:
Stick 1 SOA near navel (4 fingers’ distance up from
your navel) for maximum effect. You may also stick
onto any area of your body or your attire.
A pack includes: 28 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“I found out that when I use the ‘Negativity Neutraliser’ in a
crowded area that negative energy is repelled and I don’t
feel drained at all.”
– Sabrina Low
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PSYCHIC SHIELD
PROTECTOR
Stick-On App (SOA)

Blocks • Banish • Bodyguard
Shielding against negativity • Guards
against psychic attacks

Protects & Shields Against Negative Energies
Psychic Shield Protector SOA creates a shield
around you against negative energies and entities.
Activating the Psychic Shield Protector guards you
against psychic attacks and keeps harmful &
draining energies out of the way.
Perfect for healers taking on client’s energy during
a healing session or counsellors absorbing their
client’s stress, anger & low emotions. Psychic
Shield Protector SOA protects anyone who may be
around toxic energy vampires as well. Just stick on
one SOA to instantly protect you against all
negative energies!

How to Use:
Stick it on an object which is readily with you. We
recommend the mobile phone as today; it is
something that follows us everywhere. Other
recommended areas are your mobile devices
(tablets, laptop...etc) or your handbag.
A pack includes: 4 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 2 years
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"Psychic Shield Protector SOA is a must-have
– I don’t feel as drained after a session with
customers who has bad energies!
– Kris Tay
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MENTAL STRESS
HARMONISER
Stick-On App (SOA)

Mindful • Motivation • Momentum
Unblocks & calibrates any imbalances
of the nervous system to regain a state
of self-love, tranquility & confidence

*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

Relieves Mental Stress & Imbalances Without Pills, Drugs & Chemicals
Using the concept of Quantum TCM acupressure
calibration, Mental Stress Harmoniser SOA unblocks &
calibrates any imbalances of the nervous system to
help regain a state of self-love, tranquility &
confidence.
If you frequently display any of the symptoms below,
it’s time to take action to bring your nervous system
back into balance.
Signs & symptoms of mental stress overload:
• Inability to concentrate • Anxious or racing thoughts
• Constant worrying • Frequent colds or flu •
Diarrhea or constipation • Procrastinating or
neglecting responsibilities & much more...
How to Use:
Stick 1 SOA onto your nape • Stick 1 SOA near
navel (4 fingers’ distance down from the base of
your navel) • Stick 1 SOA onto each foot (along
the line of 2nd & 3rd toe, one third distance
from top of the foot).
A pack includes: 40 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for more than 12
hours *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of
the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"After using the SOA, I’m not as stressed out
before meeting clients and now have better
luck closing deals!"
– Alice L.
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PSYCHIC ATTACK
REMOVER
Stick-On App (SOA)

Eliminate • Expel • Erase
Expunge the effects of a psychic attack

Eliminates The Negative Effects Of A Psychic Attack
This SOA is created to care and protect both your
energetic & physical body so that you can repel psychic
attacks readily to stay strong & positive!
The negative impacts of the psychic attack can hurt your
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual state. A psychic
attack can take on many forms (e.g a friend who is feeling
jealous over your new promotion). There are also
deliberate psychic attacks sent in the forms of a hex or
spells which can cause detrimental effects on you or your
well-being.
Some symptoms of a psychic attack:
• Headaches • Nightmares • Anxiety • Depression •
Lethargy • Random aches and pains • Paranoia • Fatigue •
Seeing visions of dark spots • Heavy flu-like symptoms

How to Use:
Stick on this SOA on your Solar Plexus Chakra (front &
back) to help expunge the effects of the psychic attack.
Use one set (each) for at least 3 days in a row to erase &
eliminate the source of the attack.
A pack includes: 8 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for more than 12
hours *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of
the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"I had gone to 2 healers before getting the SOA to remove
the psychic attack on me...all was in vain. But just after
sticking the SOA for 3 days, the symptoms got so much
better and is now completely gone!"
– Helen Chua
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TRAVEL EASY
Stick-On App (SOA)

Grounds • Glows • Go
Helps regulate digestion, ease bloating
& remedy motion sickness caused due
to unaccustomed climate
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

Eases Travel Related Sickness Without Pills, Drugs & Chemicals
Using the concept of Quantum TCM acupressure calibration, this
SOA helps regulate digestion, ease bloating, motion sickness &
remedy stomach recovery caused due to unaccustomed climate.
The Chinese phrase “水土不服” is loosely manifested as what is
called ‘Traveler’s Diarrhea’. Due to changes in climate, water source
and food differences, one may experience some of these symptoms
whilst travelling:
• Bloating • Loss of appetite • Abrupt onset of diarrhea
• Nausea and vomiting • Cramps • Weakness and discomfort
• Motion sickness
The key is to be prepared and anticipate the condition. Stick on Travel
Easy SOAs to help regulate digestion, ease bloating, motion sickness
and remedy stomach recovery. For best results, recommended daily
usage during travels. Excellent for children travelling.

How to Use:
Stick 1 SOA onto each wrist (3 fingers’ distance from the
base of your palm, along the center line of the wrist).
Stick 1 SOA near navel (4 fingers’ distance up from your
navel) Excellent for children travelling. For best results,
do stick the SOAs 1 hour before your flight/ journey.
A pack includes: 36 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"This works better than my usual
sea-sickness medication! Now i can get on
boats without fear or the troublesome
sides-effects that come with the pill!"
– C. T
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HOTEL STAY SAFE
Stick-On App (SOA)

Rest • Restructure • Reassured
Eases your hotel stay & cleanses any
negative energies in the space

The Ultimate ‘Quantum Cleanser’ & ‘Paranormal’ Buster
Hotel Stay Safe is the ultimate ‘Quantum Cleanser’ and
‘paranormal’ buster!
We all love to travel and hotels, AirBNB, hostels are
indeed our shelter and second home when we are
overseas. Whether you are opting for a 5-star hotel
splendour stay, or a convenient location, we all know that
we all want a good sleep without any possible spooky
experiences.
It doesn’t matter if you are a sceptic who shrugs off
creepy hotel tales as nonsense or one of those
“cautiously-knocking-the-hotel-room-door-before
entering” people, no one wants a perfectly planned
vacation to be ruined from any bedbugs infested mattress
or a scene from a Thai horror movie.

How to Use:
Stick 2 SOAs (with at least 5 cm distance apart) on
your bed top or TV to ensure a serendipitous and
restful stay whilst you are checked in. Note: Do
remove the SOAs before checkout.
A pack includes: 12 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 1 month
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"As a sensitive person, I’m always dreading
running into an ‘unclean’ room. Now with
this SOA, the rooms become clean the
moment I stick it on!"
– Jenny Y.
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DRIVE SAFE
Stick-On App (SOA)

Safe • Steady • Sanctify
Clears negative obstacles &
accidents for a smooth journey
• Maintains a peaceful state
for everyone onboard

Your Trusted ‘Traveler’s Sticker’ For A Safe & Smooth Ride
Drive Safe SOA is your trusted ‘traveler’s sticker’ to help
protect your ride and steer negative energies out of your
way while you’re en route from place to place.
We know despite our best efforts of driving vigilance, we are
at times still vulnerable to different situations that can be
disorientating. Hence, the Drive Safe SOA helps you be
on-the-go in your vehicle but with all the ‘Safety features’
taken care of at quantum level.

Drive Safe SOA’s ‘travel benefits’:
• To ease the anxiety and travel stress • To ease frustrations
or travel rage • To protect from distractive energies• To have
a quantum GPS system- to help you feel grounded and have
clarity so you don’t feel overwhelmed in unknown territories

How to Use:
Stick on the steering wheel, under
driver’s seat, passenger seats, in the
boot, on the car plate.
A pack includes: 8 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 3 years
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“My rides have been smoother ever
since I've stuck on Drive Safe SOA and
just other day my wife got out of a
chain car collision scot-free... ”
– David Seah
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THE HEALER’S
SECRET
Stick-On App (SOA)

Competence • Companion • Culminate
The extra energy nourishment,
protection & booster for all healers,
counsellors...etc

Every Healer’s Best Friend For Energy ‘Nourishment’ & ‘Protection’
The Healer’s Secret SOA is every healer’s best friend–
Using the concept of Quantum TCM acupressure
calibration, this SOA provides that energy ‘nourishment’
and energy ‘protection’ against any low & negative
energies!
The Healer’s Secret is the super duper ‘surgeons’ grade
disinfectant and complete set of protective ‘quantum masks,
gloves’ whatever you can think of! Super cost effective and if
you’re already doing lots of healing work- we know YOU
would know this is a Gem and know exactly the cost of not
having this Healer’s Secret with you!
You do not need one for every client! You just need one for
the whole day and you’re good to work with as many clients
as you have.

How to Use:
Stick the gold SOA on near your solar plexus, the silver
SOA at your nape before any healing work and peel it
off when you finish your day!
A pack includes: 40 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"The Healer’s Secret is a must-have for all
healers/counsellors out there! Saves you from feeling
drained and fatigued after a day of clients!"
– Elle L. / USA
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SHE-VITALISER
Stick-On App (SOA)

Sparkle • Sensual • Soulful
For her– get your mojo going and
restore sexual desire and energy
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

For Women: Enhance Sensuality & Performance In The Bedroom
Using the concept of Quantum TCM acupressure
calibration, the She-Vitaliser SOA is designed to
help any woman get her ‘mojo’ on in the bedroom–
eases fatigue, increases vigor and boosts
performance in any romantic relationships.
Women today have to deal with many things in
their daily life, and when one is juggling with so
many hats on their head; it’s common to hear how
she is just too ‘tired’ or not in the mood for sex.
Get your mojo going with the SHE-Vitaliser SOA!

How to Use:
Stick on the Guan Yuan acupuncture point (around 4 fingers down
from your navel) to help address the imbalances associated which
‘yang’ deficiency and restore sexual desire and energy.
A pack includes: 12 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"The She-Vitaliser SOA definitely helps keeps the bedroom
passion alive! Was often feeling too tired to get in the mood
due to a new-born, but that is no longer an issue now!"
– Cassandra C.
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HE-VITALISER
Stick-On App (SOA)

Strength • Stimulate • Sensational
For him– increases vigour, boost
strength and aids performance
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

For Men: Conquer In The Bedroom With Enhanced Strength & Vigour
Using the concept of Quantum TCM acupressure
calibration, the He-Vitaliser SOA is designed to help
any man to increase vigor, boost strength and aids
performance in any romantic relationships.
Want to be at the epitome of the strong young male?
Enhance your romantic relationships with the
HE-Vitaliser SOA. Definitely not a Viagra pill and no side
effects. Stick it on and allow enhancement of your vitality
through a safe and effective way- quantum information
activation.
Experience improved energy, stamina and endurance
without the aid of drugs and chemicals!

How to Use:
Stick on the Guan Yuan acupuncture point (around 4 fingers down
from your navel) to help address the imbalances associated which
‘yang’ deficiency and restore sexual desire and energy.
A pack includes: 12 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“Helped with my performance the past
week- my wife is definitely very
pleased.”
– Joseph
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PERIOD EASY
Stick-On App (SOA)

Relieve • Rebalance • Restore
Relieves menstrual cramps and helps
regulate menstrual cycle for a more
comfortable period
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

Relieves Period Pain Without Pills, Drugs & Chemicals
This SOA is programmed to help improve circulation of ‘qi’ and keep
your energies warm for easing through the time of the month with
grace and confidence!
Known as dysmenorrhea, menstrual pain can be associated with
headaches, abdominal and lower back pain, fatigue, digestive bloating,
acne, nausea, pain and tender breasts. Common emotional symptoms
include anxiety, irritability and moodiness. Symptoms of menstrual
discomforts are how the body is communicating to you the imbalances
that needs to be addressed. Some could be due to work stress, an
unhealthy diet or perhaps a weaker constitution.
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) seeks to balance one’s internal and
external factors when it comes to period pain and discomforts. With
QuantumEasy’s Period Easy, we seek not to give you a blanket remedy
of just pain relief through pills or any painkillers. Instead we believe
that at quantum level, you can help tonify your ‘qi’ and aid any
deficiency in your constitution to minimize the menstrual discomforts.

How to Use:
Stick 1 SOA on the Guan Yuan acupuncture point
(around 4 fingers down from your navel). Stick 1 SOA
onto each foot (2 fingers’ distance from the base of
your 2nd toe, along the center line of the 2nd toe).
A pack includes: 36 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"I can finally stop relying on pain-killers with
this Period Easy SOA! Can’t believe it
worked just after first use!"
– Hui Ting
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CHAKRA
CHARGER

Stick-On App (SOA)

Charge • Centered • Calm
Unblocks any blockages and
charges all chakras for a balanced
energetic field
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

Calibrates & Harmonises Your Chakra System
Meditation, crystals, yoga, massage, aromatherapy are popular ways to
help heal and balance our chakras. Quantum Easy has curated 7
stick-on apps specially for the purpose of helping each chakra calibrate
at its best frequency. So imagine a ‘quantum healer’ transmitting energy
to you, just that while a healer would do so usually through their hands;
QuantumEasy’s Chakra Charger helps to activate the transmission of
frequencies once you stick it on.
Everyone can benefit from having healthy and charged chakras. When
any of the chakras are not spinning at the correct frequency, we may
begin to feel emotionally imbalanced, fatigue and discomfort
physically. The concept of chakras originated from Hindu culture which
dates more than 5,000 years. According to many Eastern philosophies
and healing practices, the chakras are spinning wheels of energy that
run from the base of the spine up to the top of the head in our body.
Each of the seven chakras represents different emotions and functions.

How to Use:
Stick on different chakra SOA stickers onto
the position of the chakras. (see Diagram)
A pack includes: 42 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“Helped balance my chakras and I was
shocked to see the difference in my Aura
Report after 1 week of using the SOA!”
– Alicia Huang
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ANTI BODY
DAMPNESS

Stick-On App (SOA)

Relieve • Refresh • Restorative
Helps removes ‘dampness’ from the
body to prevent lethargy, body aches
and stagnation of ‘qi’
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

Your Moxibustion In A Sticker To Optimise “Qi” Circulation
In Tradition Chinese medicine, Dampness (shi) is often associated with late
summer which is a time of high humidity and/or wet, rainy weather which
may lead to problems of damp living conditions. ‘Dampness’ can also
originate inside the body leading to water retention. The ‘Yin’ nature of
Dampness obstructs the normal flow of ‘qi’ and can be a challenge to clear.
Symptoms associated with Dampness are:
Poor appetite, constipation, water retention, pain and heaviness in joints, and
feelings of oppression in the chest or upper abdomen, sluggishness and
stagnation.
Moxibustion is a method of heating specific acupuncture points on the body
through the burning of herbs- usually the mugwort. Mugwort is a commonly
used herb in folk medicine, it is believed that the Roman travellers would put
it in their shoes to soothe aching feet and relieve exhaustion. Moxibustion
uses heat to help increase the flow of ‘qi’ and blood, while the mugwort can
help regulate the qi and expel cold. It is a very useful technique to warm the
meridians, expel cold and helps with circulation – making it especially helpful
for conditions caused by Dampness.

How to Use:
Stick 1 SOA each on the San Yin Jiao acupuncture point on
the inside of both legs (4 fingers above your ankle).
A pack includes: 28 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"I’m told that I have a lot of dampness in my body... and that
caused frequent aches, and even pain in my joints. They got
much better after using Anti-Body Dampness SOA!"
– Aliya
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HOME SPACE
HARMONISER
Stick-On App (SOA)

Happiness • Harmony • Healthful
Creates a universal field of light & high
vibrations around your house

Harmonises The Positive Energy Flow Of Your Home
The Home Space Harmoniser SOA is
programmed to create a universal field of light &
high vibrations around your home to improve
your personal economy.
The ancient Chinese believes that one’s home is
strongly linked to one’s personal economy.
Your personal economy is represented by your
state of abundance- your health, your wealth,
your relationships, your family etc… When your
home is filled with positive energy and good ‘qi’,
achieving a harmonious and healthy personal
economy becomes a reality.

How to Use:
Stick it on your main door & specific areas of home
(recommended for every room) to activate a 24/7 Home
Harmoniser program to bring good energies to your home.
A pack includes: 12 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 2 years
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"My home feels a lot calmer & relaxed after
using the Home Space Harmoniser SOAs,
even my kids say they don’t feel as stressed!"
– Pei-Shan
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QUANTUM FENGSHUI

ENGINEERING
Stick-On App (SOA)

Prosperity • Peace • Positivity
Activates auspicious star numbers &
helps suppress negative numbers to
usher in good fortune & abundance

Breakthrough Quantum Fengshui For Good Fortune & Abundance
QuantumEasy is proud to bring to you this very limited set of specially programmed
stickers to help you activate auspicious star numbers & suppress negative numbers for
ushering in good fortune & abundance.
Quantum Fengshui Engineering Includes:
1. Bright White Star (WEST) Stick to activate success at work, improve business during
competitive situations.
2. Dark Illness Star (NORTHEAST) Stick to remedy illness affliction in the Northeast.
3. Conflict Star (SOUTH) Stick to suppress arguments and misunderstandings.
4. Academic & Romance Star (NORTH) Stick to help in scholastic endeavours and help in
romance & marriage luck.
5. Five Yellow Misfortune Star (SOUTHWEST) Stick to protect against misfortunes and accidents.
6. Positive Helpful Star (EAST) Stick to activate for good fortune and leadership luck.
7. Impatient Star (SOUTHEAST) Stick to avoid unnecessary losses.
8. Noble Wealth Star (CENTER) Stick to activate good fortune, wealth & happiness.
9. Purple Prosperity Star (NORTHWEST) Stick to activate luck for favourable reputation and
prosperity.

How to Use:
Find the different stickers labelled with the different number and
flying star, locate your sectors with a compass, and stick them on.
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A pack includes: 9 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 1 year *Important
things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease
once it’s peeled off.

"Quantum
Fengshui
Engineering
is
amazing! My family kept falling sick before
using the stickers, but now all’s well!"
– Sam
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CHILD SAFE
Stick-On App (SOA)

Safety • Secure • Stability
Protects child from negative and
malicious intent and calibrates any
energy imbalances to regain positivity
& confidence
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

A Trusty Companion For Your Child Both At Home Or Out
The Child Safe SOA helps to strengthen the child’s energetic space which is now,
more than ever, invaded by technology – especially with wireless
communications, from 3G to 4G and now the 5G! Sanitise and keep your child’s
energetic field safe and healthy with QuantumEasy Child Safe SOA!
Even if the child is not using a mobile device, the environment itself is constantly
bombarded by signals that are emitting bursts of radiofrequency radiation.
Personal hygiene and environmental safety are key to potentially all parents’
concerns for their child. Just like you would ensure you give the best sanitisation
for your child’s well being, and making sure that they will not take haphazard
routes and be in unsafe places. As we all know, the world we live in is more than
just a physical world based on geographical locations and our well-being is more
than just a physical body. We all have an energetic body and essentially we are
living in a world of vibrations and frequencies.
Quantum Easy has a very friendly yet protective SOA to help you ‘Quantum
protect’ your child. Our SOAs stick effortlessly on their bags, pencil cases, water
bottles without any extra ‘weight’ or space! Just like you would reward your child
for their good work with a sticker, QuantumEasy’s Child Safe SOA is that bonus
protection that you want your child to enjoy when he is in school or when he is
out somewhere.

How to Use:
Stick on their bags,
pencil cases, water
bottles, their study
desks, bed
A pack includes: 12 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 2 years
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"My daughter doesn’t have as much
anxiety when in school, especially during
school presentations."
– Endah
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CHILD FOCUS
Stick-On App (SOA)

Concentrate • Clarity • Calm
Excellent for students studying for
exams, wanting to stay focused and
maintaining mental alertness
*Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) meridian points. No drugs, no chemicals, no needles, no PAIN!

The Ultimate ‘Brain-Fuel’ For Enhanced Focus & Determination
The Child Focus SOA is the ultimate ‘Brain-Fuel’, designed to provide the
user with enhanced alertness & determination. Using the concept of
Quantum TCM acupressure calibration, it also aids with energy flow,
removing stagnant energies to combat fatigue & great for helping with
the user’s concentration. Having strong mental energies and less stress
can help reduce sluggishness and distractions, leading to a calm and
focused learning attitude.
An adult’s concentration span is usually only twenty minutes long. For a
child, his/her attention is easily distracted through other activities like
games, TV programs, toys or even their mobile phones; it is not
surprising why settling into full concentration and focus can sometimes
be a struggle. When the child is able to feel healthy and positive, the
process of learning and taking in new information becomes more
enjoyable and less tedious. Having strong mental energies and less stress
can help reduce sluggishness and distractions, leading to a calm and
focused learning attitude.

How to Use:
Stick 1 SOA onto each wrist (3 fingers’ distance
from the base of your palm, along the center line of
the wrist). Stick 1 SOA onto each foot (just before
the foot’s arch, along the center line of the foot).
A pack includes: 40 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"At first I was skeptic, but my daughter was
able to focus better for her PSLE
preparations!"
– Chai Wen
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INTERVIEW
SUCCESS
Stick-On App (SOA)

Achieve • Activate • Advantage
Creates a clear path to boost
your success for a job interview
or important meeting

Boosts Your Confidence & Connection For Your Next Job Interview

The Interview Success SOA is
a handy and popular stick-on
to help one create a clear
path to boost your success.
Helps to pull positive vibes
around your aura and
basically creates a conducive
connection at a quantum
level for you to unleash your
best self.
How to Use:
Simply stick 1 Gold SOA on
chest (Left and right). Stick 1
Silver SOA on belly and 1 Silver
SOA on nape
A pack includes: 24 pieces of SOA stickers • Recommended usage of each SOA is 8-12hours,
but its effects last as long as it’s activated *Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse
or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“The Interview success SOA works
wonders! I got hired at my first
interview with the sticker on, now
sharing it with all of my friends.”
– Yi Shuan
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OFFICE SPACE
HARMONISER
Stick-On App (SOA)

Performance • Participation • Positivity
Boosts positivity & productivity,
eliminates
discords
&
unhappiness for your team

Calibrates & Harmonises The Positive Energy Flow Of The Office
Think of the Office Space Harmoniser as your HR fairy,
sprinkling good doses of high and positive vibes around your
team as they work- melting away discords and unhappiness; and
most importantly without them knowing it! It’s like a HR
turnaround project operation on stealth mode!
The Office Space Harmoniser is a great resource for all bosses,
company leaders, and/or anyone having a team. In the words of
Henry Ford: “Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together
is progress. Working together is success.” A happy and
harmonious team environment will naturally bring more
growth and success to the business.
Happy employees = Motivated employees = Improved
Productivity and Increased Sales!

How to Use:
Stick SOA under the seat of each employee.
A pack includes: 12 pieces of SOA stickers the effects of each SOA lasts for 2 years
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“The Office Space Harmoniser helped my team’s synergy and
brought their productivity to newer heights... All these was
achieved in a short time.”
– Lang L.
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BUSINESS SPACE

PROSPERITY MAGNETISER
Stick-On App (SOA)

Invite • Influence • Illuminate
Increases flow of abundance &
prosperity to your business site / office
space • Attracts good luck

Attracts Auspicious Energies & Success To Your Business
An excellent ‘i-feng shui’ tool to increase
the flow of abundance and prosperity to
your business site or office space.
Use Business Space Prosperity Magnetiser
to strengthen the information and energy
field of your space to attract good luck and
auspiciousness.
Stick on the Business Space Prosperity
Magnetiser and see your business improve
and revenues increase!

How to Use:
•Have a strong frontage- Paste it on your Signboard, or entrance door.
•Have an auspicious Money sector- Activate your cash register’s
abundance by pasting it on it.
•Pasting it on a safe box is also highly recommended for increasing
prosperity.
A pack includes: 12 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 1 year
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“I’m shocked that such a small tiny sticker
can have this effect for my business in
such a shot time!”
– Shanna
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BUSINESS SPACE
PROTECTOR
Stick-On App (SOA)

Sanctify • Secure • Support
Protects your office / shop / building
from any negative influences /
competition

Protect & Sanctify Your Business Space For Good Business Opportunities
The Business Space Protector SOA is encrypted with strong
and high-frequency information to work in stealth to protect
your office/shop/building from any negative influences or
unhealthy competition aimed at your business field.
The Business Space Protector SOA is an excellent and very
important ‘must have’ for all businesses– designed to deal with
any dark intentions or efforts by your competitors or naysayers
by reflecting and transmuting any negative energy away from
your business space. It is your invisible security forces ensuring
that your space and business field is protected against any
unnecessary obstacles and situations that seeks to disturb and at
worst, destroy your business growth.
Sanctify & let your business shine with a peace of mind knowing
that you have provided a clear & safe space to excel & prosper.

How to Use:
Activate the powerful protection
system by pasting 1 SOA on the 4
corners of your space / entrance /
signboard.
A pack includes: 12 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 2 years
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

“When any business grows faster than
expected, there’s bound to be a lot
negativity directed towards it... no
need to fear with this SOA!”
– Hassan
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ATTRACTOR
Stick-On App (SOA)

Magnetize • Magnitude • Mesmerize
Excellent for manifesting & attracting
clients & prospects

Magnetize Your Potential Customers To Your Business
Having the Customer Attractor SOA is a
quantum formula to help you create an
information navigator to start ‘looking’ &
‘seeing’ your clients & prospects.
When you look for your clients at
Quantum level, you become a natural
magnet. What you focus on (deliberately or
not) will eventually manifest physically.
Excellent
for
entrepreneurs/business
owners/salespeople or HR that deals with
clients or customer relations.

How to Use:
Stick the Customer Attractor SOA on your
Organizer (where you schedule your
appointments), or on your box of name
cards for best results.
A pack includes: 4 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 2 years
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"Last night I pasted the sticker... Today I got 2 calls from
referrals– one for buying and one for selling, seems to be
working really well!"
– Jackie
Copyright © 2020 QuantumEasy.com. All rights reserved. Please read full disclaimer, terms & conditions on QuantumEasy.com
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REAL-ESTATE
SELL EASY
Stick-On App (SOA)

Engage • Entice • Enchant
Creates a quantum router from the
real-estate to engage & enchant
your potential buyers

Engage & Enchant Potential Buyers For Your Real-Estate
The Real-Estate Sell Easy creates a quantum router from
the real-estate to your potential buyers. Excellent for
engaging & enchanting your potential clients.
No more feeling frustrated with difficult to sell properties.
Have you got a property that, despite your best efforts, time
and money spent on marketing, it’s still failing to connect
the dots in the minds of your buyers? If you have been
feeling discouraged and helpless to be “stuck” with a
property that nobody seems to want, the good news is the
‘Real-Estate Sell Easy’ SOA.
The truth is any property will sell at the right price, and
every property has a buyer out there. Use this Real Estate
Sell Easy to help your real-estate create a quantum router
to engage and entice potential buyers to you.

How to Use:
Stick near the unit number. (Recommended for
the main hall, master bedroom & kitchen)
Remove once property is sold.
A pack includes: 12 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 1 year
*Important things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the
SOA cease once it’s peeled off.

"Love the Real-Estate Sell Easy SOA! The
estates with the SOA sold/rented faster
than those without!"
– Grace C.
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Look out for newest edition
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7.3
BUSINESS
SUCCESS

TRIPLE

PROSPERITY GEMS
Stick-On App (SOA)

Abundance • Attract • Advantage
Activates your own luck magnet,
dissolves negative energy & protects
you from ‘unhelpful’ people

‘Quantum Leap’ Your Best Year With Abundance & Protection
‘Quantum leap’ good luck to usher in your best year yet in 2019!
QuantumEasy curated a special limited edition Triple Prosperity
Gems set to help you activate your own luck magnet, dissolve
negative energy & protecting you from ‘unhelpful’ people. And the
best part of it is that it is super EASY! Just literally stick on the good
fortune & you are ready to glow!
Triple Prosperity Gems pack includes:
1) Good Luck Magnet - Helps remove obstacles to your success •
Creates an invisible path to ensure you have the advantage to go
with the flow • Helps attract ‘Mentor Luck’
2) Banish Negative Influence/People - Your perfect bodyguard to
help nullify negative aspects of your luck & ward off low vibes
3) EMF Safe – Eliminates harmful side effects of EMF & strengthen
you own natural energy fields

How to Use:
Stick SOAs on an object which is readily with you.
Recommended areas – mobile devices (phone, tablets,
laptop...etc) or your wallet/handbag.
A pack includes: 3 pieces of SOA stickers, the effects of each SOA lasts for 1 year *Important
things to note: Do not attempt to reuse or peel off the SOA. The effects of the SOA cease
once it’s peeled off.

"The Triple Prosperity Gems brought some
great improvements into my life...luck in
work & feeling more energized."
– Jennifer C.
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EMF Protector
Single
Hologram Sticker PACK
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Now Also
Available At:

E

Is Now Available For

CORPORATE/
DISTRIBUTORSHIP

Retails at

$18 ONLY!

Please contact Vincent: (65) 9889 4432 Or Visit QuantumEasy.com/EMF-Protector
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Only Known Brand To Be Tested
& Proven With Extensive Tests
Electrosmog
Meter Test
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r
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Af

Passed

Thermal Test

e

or

f
Be

38.0

r

te

Af

38.0

°C

°C

Passed
Adult

12 year old

5 year old

32.0

Adult

*After a 15-min phone usage

BioFeedback
Energy Test
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r
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Be

12 year old

5 year old

32.0

*After a 15-min phone usage

Af

EMF Protector

Passed
HIGH levels of
EMF radiation

Body-Stress
Test

re

r

te

fo

Be

99.9% REDUCED
levels of EMF radiation

Af

Passed

*PASSED With EMF Protector On Phone

*FAILED With Phone

Tuv Sud PSB
Certification
Passed

Argentina National TV

View all tests at
QuantumEasy.com/
EMF-Protector

TBS (Tokyo)

Argentina
National TV

Franchising &
Licensing Asia

Jason Chee,
International Model

Cynthia Koh
Mediacorp
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Now Available For CORPORATE
& DISTRIBUTORSHIP

10

Corporate

Distribution

For Your Clients:

For Your Staff:

For Distributors:

Retail Space

Counterstop Display:

Please contact Vincent: (65) 9889 4432
or email Quantumeasy99@gmail.com for

CORPORATE/
DISTRIBUTORSHIP

Low Cost,
High
Value

Trusted
NonSince Obligatory
2008
Quote
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11.1

The EMF technology is
very powerful!
My body instantly
responded to the
benefits of the
improvement on my
quantum field.

DON’T
TAKE
OUR
WORD
FOR
IT

- MARCUS
CALIFORNIA

Featured In
Argentina National TV

11.2

TESTIMONIALS
FROM
INDUSTRY
LEADERS

Lance C. D.
Director
Google Inc

“

I am honored to experience QuantumEasy
Stick-On Apps from Selina Seah. I use the
EVERYDAY EMF PROTECTOR, HOME SPACE
HARMONISER in my apartment... my friends
would give me feedback that they feel at peace and
centered when they are at my place.
I travel frequently and SLEEP EASY helps me adjust
on different time zones, allow me to feel well
rested and energized when I wake up.
I also recommend the VITAL ESSENCE for people
on the go... it gives me an extra boost, especially
when I have important meetings. Amazing stuff!

”
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11.3

TESTIMONIALS
FROM
INDUSTRY
LEADERS

Yen-Lu Chow
Former Scientist, Apple Inc
Founder, WholeTree Foundation
Venture Capitalist
Social Entreprener

“Nothing in the universe stands still; everything is in
dynamic exchange, regulated by the flow of energy
and information.
QuantumEasy and the series of micro-applications
it generates is about going to the source of this flow
at the most fundamental quantum-informational
level by restoring to health the code that lies at the
core of who we are, an amazing innovation that
can bring about personal transformation and
greater alignment of our body, mind and soul, and
bringing into greater harmony our Inner
YOUniverse and the Universe at large.

”
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TESTIMONIALS
FROM
INDUSTRY
LEADERS

Nicolas Travis
Forbes 30 Under 30
Founder
Allies Of Skin

I“ am a big believer in the laws of
attraction.
QuantumEasy’s products and programs
have enhanced my personal energy
forcefield; paving the way for brilliant
new possibilities and opportunities.
Living up to my highest potential is so
much easier now. ”
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11.5

TESTIMONIALS
FROM
INDUSTRY
LEADERS
International
Psychics Association

Kawena G.
90-year old Psychic
Australia Psychic Hall Of Fame Award

“As you would know, we spiritual people are
so sensitive to negative energies.
I have found that when I use the PSYCHIC
SHIELD BODYGUARD, especially when I am
in a crowded room, that negative energy is
repelled and I don’t feel any discomfort at all.
Being a simple person I don’t understand any
of this, but I just know it works. I am so glad I
gave it a try. ”
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TESTIMONIALS
FROM
INDUSTRY
LEADERS

Cynthia Koh
Award Winning Celebrity
Mediacorp

“

Some may think... it’s just a silver sticker.
But no!!! They really work. My favorites are
EVERYDAY EMF PROTECTOR and
CUSTOMER ATTRACTOR.
EVERYDAY EMF PROTECTOR helped with
the headaches I get when I use my phone
too much, while CUSTOMER ATTRACTOR
have been pulling in great work and
networking opportunities for me.

”
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11.7

TESTIMONIALS
FROM
INDUSTRY
LEADERS
MANHUNT
SINGAPORE

Jason Chee
International Model
Celebrity Fitness Coach
Winner Manhunt 2012

“As someone who's almost constantly on my phone
due to work (I have to tend to my clients), I am
pretty concerned about the EMF radiation I get
from my phone. Being a fitness trainer and coach,
that increases the concern about health issues in all
aspects, including EMF’s affect on us.
Using the EVERYDAY EMF PROTECTOR makes me
feel at ease while using my phone and I don't get as
much stress and headache at the end of the day.
Definitely felt less tired as well from the negative
effects of EMF. Never knew a simple small sticker
could do big things like this. ”
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TESTIMONIALS
FROM
INDUSTRY
LEADERS

Julius Czerny
Author & Speaker
Triple International
Stevie Award Winner

“

Being an active surf lifesaver and surf boat rower, I
often find myself with injuries and soreness after
competing and training. I have been using
QUANTUMEASY’S PAIN-LESS and find that I
recover very quickly and get over my injuries or
pain much faster than I ever have. I really enjoy
that fact that I am not taking any drugs or putting
chemicals on my skin.
Its wonderful I am getting the benefits of Quantum
energy using this natural technology. My partner
has been using SLEEP EASY and has for the first
time in many years experienced a full nights sleep
waking feeling energised. Whenever we travel we
never leave home without them.

”
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

I DON’T FEEL MY BODY ACHING in the mornings when I wake
up. This happens I get too tired and doze off immediately in the
night and forgot to place the phone away from the bed.

EVERYDAY EMF PROTECTOR
Stick-On App (SOA)

Last nite I pasted the sticker...
TODAY I GOT 2 CALLS FROM REFERRALS...
1 for buying n 1 for selling..
Seems working ya, Thanks!

CUSTOMER ATTRACTOR
Stick-On App (SOA)

Taking A SECOND ROUND OF ORDERS cos a lot of people
asked for it ... an update... CLOSE TO 100 BOXES SOLD.

EVERYDAY EMF PROTECTOR
Stick-On App (SOA)

Ok... another testimonial from a friend who bought the
Customer Attractor.
HELPS ATTRACT MORE LOBANGS, CREATE MORE
OPPORTUNITIES.

CUSTOMER ATTRACTOR
Stick-On App (SOA)

Copyright © 2020 QuantumEasy.com. All rights reserved. Please read full disclaimer, terms & conditions on QuantumEasy.com
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
No.5 Yellow Misfortune Star to protect against misfortune & accidents...was pasted
at SouthWest which happens to be at my main door.
Last Saturday A BUS KNOCKED INTO THE BACK OF MY DAUGHTER’S CAR. It
was pushed forward and luckily there was no car in front of her and LUCKILY TOO
HER CAR WAS NOT DAMAGED...
LAST NIGHT SHE AVERTED YET ANOTHER NEAR CHAIN COLLISION. She
managed to avoid the problem.

QUANTUM FENGSHUI ENGINEERING
Stick-On App (SOA)

No.7 Impatient Star SOA to avoid unncessary losses... I have a group of friends
who trade Dow Jones. After studying the technicals it’s apparent market is
bearish. On Monday morning we placed our trade orders.
In the evening, before market opened, something in me said to remove my
orders...I removed my orders.
That evening the market made a phenomenal turn that’s rare. The technicals were
not going the way most traders interpreted. HEAVY LOSSES WERE INCURRED...I
WAS NOT ONLY SPARED THE BIG LOSSES, I EVEN HAD A NICE KACHING ON
A SMALL 3MIN STRATEGY...

QUANTUM FENGSHUI ENGINEERING
Stick-On App (SOA)

I also pasted EMF on my van after your sharing. FEEL BETTER ON
THE ROAD.

TRIPLE PROSPERITY GEMS
Stick-On App (SOA)

Wah. MY CUSTOMER KENA 4D. (After sticking
on Triple Prosperity Gems SOA)

TRIPLE PROSPERITY GEMS
Stick-On App (SOA)
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Verified, Loved &
Featured Worldwide
Featured In

Worldwide Media Coverage

Argentina National TV

“Seeing is believing.”
Argentina National TV

“This has huge potential...”
Franchising & Licensing Asia

“Amazing products...
All should have...”

Tokyo Broadcasting Station

“This is life changing...
I’m completely convinced now”
Jason Chee, International Model

Social Media Coverage
(Singapore
Mediacorp)
SOLD OUT on
EMF Protector
Within 2 Hours
- Cynthia Koh
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THE FUTURE IS
NOW WITH

QUANTUMEASY

TM

Available at www.QuantumEasy.com
Authorised Distributors
& Shopping Platforms
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